Long-term stochastic inflow predictions can potentially improve decision making for reservoir operations. However, they are still not widely incorporated into actual reservoir management. One of the reasons may be that impacts of various types of uncertainty contained in stochastic inflow predictions have not been sufficiently clarified, thus enabling reservoir managers to recognize the advantages of their use. Impacts of uncertainties of stochastic inflow prediction on long-term reservoir operation for drought management are therefore investigated in order to analyze the kind of uncertainty that most affects improvements in the performance of reservoir operations. Two indices, namely reliability and discrimination, are introduced here to represent two major attributes of a stochastic prediction's uncertainty. Monte Carlo simulations of reservoir operations for water supply are conducted, coupling with optimization process of reservoir operations by stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) considering long-term stochastic inflow predictions, which are artificially generated with arbitrary uncertainties controlled by changing the two uncertainty indices.
INTRODUCTION
Various types of real-time information on meteorological or hydrological prediction are provided by meteorological agencies. They have widely varying methods or horizons of prediction, ranging from deterministic to stochastic approaches for employed prediction methods, and from short-range to long-range for forecast horizons. The stochastic approach is often employed for long-range predictions in which it is difficult to estimate future conditions deterministically due to an increase in the uncertainty. With this approach, not a single expected state but multiple possible states in the future are predicted using the estimated occurrence probabilities of the states. Thus, long-range stochastic predictions on hydrological states such as inflow or precipitation inherently contain rich information regarding expected hydrological states as well as the predictions' accuracies or uncertainties, both of which can be derived from the predicted probabilistic distributions.
The usefulness of stochastic predictions has been inves- Gaussian distribution, and adjusted its uncertainty with its mean and variance. However, the number of investigations remains insufficient, while the approaches employed for the artificial generation of idealized non-deterministic predictions in these studies are respectively considered to be effective in the analysis of the impacts of non-deterministic hydrological predictions and their uncertainties. Further studies are needed to gain more insights into the impacts of uncertainties in stochastic hydrological predictions on reservoir operation with the introduction of a method for the generation of stochastic hydrological predictions for the holistic analysis of the impacts.
In the situation described above, the authors developed an impact analysis model of stochastic inflow prediction to realize improvements in the reservoir operation for a water supply by introducing an artificial generation method of stochastic inflow prediction (Nohara & Hori ) . In this model, stochastic inflow predictions were assumed to be normally distributed, and were artificially and randomly generated with two uncertainty indices which represent important attributes of stochastic prediction. One of the indices is reliability, which is associated with the attribute in that it indicates the stability of the stochastic prediction's accuracy. The other is discrimination, which addresses the attribute regarding the range of the predicted probabilistic distribution. These two attributes are considered to be important because they are mutually complementary concepts which consist of uncertainty contained in stochastic predictions. Impacts of the two indices on performances in the decision making of water release from a reservoir were then analyzed by conducting Monte Carlo simulations of long-term reservoir operations with stochastic inflow predictions that were repeatedly generated at random. The results demonstrated the possibility that the reliability of the stochastic prediction can be considered to be more important for long-term reservoir operation, while the discrimination of stochastic prediction is likely to be more significant under low-flow situations. Further investigations are, however, considered necessary in order to examine the results with different simulation parameters as several results did not agree with the tendency mentioned
above.
An impact analysis of a stochastic inflow prediction's uncertainty on the efficiency of reservoir operations was therefore conducted using Monte Carlo simulations of long-term reservoir operation for drought management purposes with more precise simulation settings considering the reliability and discrimination indices of the prediction in this article. Long-term reservoir operation was optimized by stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) with finer discretized reservoir and hydrologic states compared with Nohara & Hori () . Differences and similarities in the results were then investigated and discussed in order to provide reservoir managers with information regarding which of the two uncertainty indices was to be more emphasized for stochastic inflow prediction in the case of reservoir operation for drought management. The sensitivity of the results to changes in the discretization grid during the optimization process was also assessed through the application in this study.
OUTLINE OF SIMULATION MODEL
To investigate the effect of the statistical characteristics of stochastic inflow prediction on performances of long-term operation for water use, a Monte Carlo simulation model was developed to simulate the decision making regarding water release at a reservoir considering inflow observations and predictions, both of which are generated pseudo randomly and repeatedly using the methodology proposed in Nohara & Hori () . An outline of the simulation model is described as follows (see also Figure 1 ).
First, an inflow sequence is generated as true values of inflows for an intended analysis period T (e.g. one hydrological year) based on the statistical characteristics of historically observed inflows at a target reservoir. The probabilistic distributions (PDs) of the inflow prediction are then generated through a lead time L as a stochastic prediction.
In this study, continuous PD is employed as the shape of stochastic predictions in order to deal with a generalized problem, and is intended to serve as the basis for discussing the impacts of various types of stochastic predictions pro- Where a reservoir is designed to absorb the impacts of intra-annual fluctuations in inflow regime as with most Japanese reservoirs, the duration of a simulation can be set to one year. In order to verify subsequent discussions, the duration of a simulation is assumed to be one year considering that the proposed simulation model is applied to a Japanese reservoir basin. On the other hand, the time resolution of a simulation is assumed to be five days (i.e. 73 steps for one year, T ¼ 73) considering the need for more precise simulations by reservoir managers and computational feasibility. The updating frequency, temporal resolution and lead time of the stochastic inflow prediction are respectively assumed as 5 days, 5 days (identical to the simulation's time step) and three months (i.e. 18 time steps, L ¼ 18), while those of the water release optimization by SDP are also assumed to be 5 days, 5 days and three months, respectively (i.e. the optimization horizon is identical to 18). These assumptions will be rational for the reservoir basins such as those in Japan, where the temporal scale of a drought is normally less than several months, although larger durations (such as several years) can be employed with coarser resolutions at reservoir basins where the adjustment of water release on a larger temporal scale is considered to be important.
GENERATION OF INFLOW SEQUENCE
Stochastic characteristics of inflow values, such as the shape or parameters of the PD which are followed by the inflow values, must be set up to generate an inflow sequence using pseudo random numbers. The logarithmic normal distribution is assumed for PDs for the inflow's true values because the PD of an averaged inflow often skews to the 
where z(t) is the normalized inflow value at period t,
is the serial correlation between normalized inflow values at period t and that at period t À 1 and ε(t) is white noise which follows N(0, 1). ρ z (t, t À 1) is also statistically estimated using historical data. This model is also known as the Thomas-Fiering model when t is the monthly time step (Thomas & Fiering ) . When an inflow sequence is generated for more than one year, it is known that the Thomas-Fiering model does not necessarily guarantee the preservation of the serial correlation of annual inflows. It is, however, considered that employing the AR(1) model is not problematic in this study because the duration of the inflow generation is one year, and the serial correlation of annual inflows does not have to be considered.
GENERATION OF STOCHASTIC INFLOW PREDICTION
Stochastic inflow prediction is artificially generated by adding the PD of prediction errors to the true value of the inflow at each predicted time step. A normal distribution is also employed for a PD of the prediction error for each time step. Here, two concepts that are related to uncertainty, namely reliability and discrimination, are considered to represent attributes of uncertainty contained in stochastic inflow prediction. Stochastic inflow prediction can be generated so as to include various degrees of uncertainty by the changing indices for reliability and discrimination presented in this chapter. We can consider two important aspects of uncertainty in stochastic inflow prediction when it is applied to decision making of reservoir operations. One is reliability, which relates to the attribute showing how the correspondence between predicted and observed states is stable. The other aspect is discrimination, which is associated with the width of the predicted PD and represents how specific the stochastic prediction is.
These two attributes are considered to be important as they are mutually complementary concepts of prediction uncertainty when the stochastic inflow prediction is utilized in the reservoir operation. For example, if the prediction is more reliable, a reservoir manager could easily utilize the prediction in his or her decision making for the reservoir operation, while the prediction would not be so useful when it is not so discriminated, rather vague. On the other hand, discriminated prediction would be appreciated by reservoir managers in terms of confining future inflow states to a narrow range, while a prediction with sharp PD often tends to miss the real (or observed) state. The balance between two uncertainty attributes may therefore be a matter of concern to both reservoir managers and the providers of inflow predictions.
The bias of the prediction, which is the mean difference in centres between the predicted PD and conditional PD of the observation given by the prediction, may also be considered as an important attribute used when describing the characteristics of uncertainty. However, the bias can be easily corrected by subtracting the mean difference from the predicted value if the mean difference is known based on historical data of the prediction and observation. The bias is therefore not considered in this study to describe characteristics of uncertainty in the stochastic inflow prediction supposing that it has already been corrected when the prediction is provided.
The reliability and discrimination indices are therefore developed to define basic characteristics of stochastic inflow prediction in this study, although the definitions of indices are different from those in studies mentioned above so as to make it possible to generate stochastic predictions by arbitrarily changing reliability and discrimination.
In this study, the attributes of uncertainty contained in stochastic inflow prediction are defined as follows (see also Figure 2 ). At first, the concept of reliability is considered to be associated with the variation of the difference between the centres of predicted PD and conditional PD of observation given the prediction over the number of prediction (denoted as [σ c (t)] 2 for period t in Figure 2(a) ). The prediction becomes more reliable as the variation becomes smaller, while a greater variation makes the prediction less reliable since the error in the prediction becomes unstable and unpredictable. On the other hand, the concept of discrimination is assumed to be associated with the variation of the predicted probability density function (pdf); in other words, the width of the predicted pdf's range (denoted as [σ p (t)] 2 for period t in Figure 2(b) ). The prediction can more specifically discriminate the future inflow as the variation in the predicted pdf becomes smaller, while the prediction becomes vague if the variation of the predicted pdf is large.
Generating method of stochastic inflow prediction
The generation of stochastic inflow prediction is conducted according to the steps described below (see also Figure 3 ).
First, a true value of inflow q(t) is generated according to the method described in the previous section based on the average μ o (t) and the standard deviation σ o (t) of historical inflows (see also the first panel in Figure 3) . A center value of the predicted PD is then generated. A tentative center value μ p 0 (t) is then generated by randomly sampling a value from the normal probabilistic distribution N(μ c (t), [σ c (t)] 2 ), which is assumed to be the PD that is followed by the centers of predictions (the second panel in Figure 3 ). Here, μ c (t) and σ c (t) are, respectively, the average and the standard deviation of predicted PD's center μ p (t) among all predictions generated for period t. Here, the average of the predicted PD μ c (t)
is assumed to be identical to the true value q(t), because the mean error of the predicted PD's centers, which is a bias, is often known and can be easily corrected. Thus, there seems to be no harm in supposing that bias correction has already been conducted when the prediction has been provided.
Assuming that σ p (t) is the standard deviation of the predicted PD, the predicted PD of the inflow can then be generated by setting up the pdf of the normal distribution
2 ). However, the PD represented by this pdf is not the appropriate stochastic prediction since it is not identical to the conditional PD of observation given the predicted PD if μ p 0 (t) ¼ 0, and thus, the prediction should be a perfect stochastic prediction. In that case, we can easily know the true value of the inflow with the prediction as it is always identical to the center of the predicted PD, which is unreasonable. To avoid this problem, the center of the predicted PD must be changed by again sampling a value from the normal distribution N(μ p 0 (t), [σ p (t)] 2 ), which has the same standard deviation as the predicted pdf around the original center (the third panel in Figure 3 ).
The predicted PD of the inflow for period t is finally obtained by setting up a pdf of the normal distribution N (μ p (t), [σ p (t)] 2 ), where μ p (t) is the appropriate center of the predicted pdf obtained by the previous operation (the last panel in Figure 3 ). Through these operations, the characteristics of the stochastic prediction are preserved so that a predicted PD is identical to the conditional PD of inflow occurrence given a provision of the prediction when μ c-(t) ¼ q(t) and σ c (t) ¼ 0. Finally, the pdf of the predicted inflow at time t is described as follows:
whereq(t) is the predicted inflow for period t.
Stochastic inflow prediction is repeatedly and independently generated up to the length of prediction lead time L (¼18), according to the method described above. In order
to make it easier to analyze the impacts of the prediction's reliability and discrimination on reservoir operations, no serial correlation is considered among predicted values in this study, while it is often seen in the actual prediction.
Reliability and discrimination indices
The stochastic inflow prediction is artificially generated considering the two attributes of prediction uncertainty, reliability σ c (t) and discrimination σ p (t). Both attributes should be changed arbitrarily to enable their impact analysis to be performed. Indices for reliability and discrimination are introduced in order to make it possible to control both of the reliability and discrimination in the generated stochastic inflow prediction as designed.
First, the value of σ c (t), which is the standard deviation of the predicted PD's center for period t, is described as the following equation:
where C c is the reliability index of the stochastic inflow prediction, which is defined as the proportion of the standard deviation of the predicted pdf's center to that of historical inflow data. Sampling of the predicted pdf's center can be controlled by employing these definitions so that the center of the predicted PD becomes closer to that of the conditioned PD of the inflow occurrence given the prediction as smaller value is employed for C c . A smaller error in the predicted PD's center can therefore be expected when C c is smaller because σ c (t) also becomes smaller. In other words, the stochastic inflow prediction becomes more reliable or stable when C c becomes smaller, while a prediction is less reliable (or more unstable) when a greater value is employed for C c .
On the other hand, the value of σ p (t), which is the standard deviation of the predicted PD for period t, is defined by the following equation using the historical standard deviation of the observed inflow at period t:
where σ o (t) is the historical standard deviation of the observed inflow at period t, and C p is the discrimination index of the stochastic inflow prediction, which is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation of the predicted pdf to that of the historical inflow data, respectively. The generation of the predicted pdf can be controlled by considering this definition of discrimination so that the width of the skirt of the predicted pdf becomes narrower when a smaller value is assigned for C p , while it becomes wider when C p becomes greater. In other words, the discrimination of the stochastic inflow prediction increases when C p is smaller. Although both indices, C c and C p , can be considered as non-stationary variables for the period or lead time of prediction, they are assumed to be stationary in this study in order to simplify the analysis of the simulation results. While any non-negative number can be employed for C c and C p , these values must be decided in order to satisfy the following condition, which is required for the prediction to be valuable compared with historical climatic information:
where C f is the ratio of the total standard deviation of the stochastic inflow prediction to the climatic standard deviation (i.e. the standard deviation of historical observations). This is because the prediction can no longer be considered valuable in the case where the variation of the prediction is more than that of the historical PD of the inflow, and it would instead be rational to consider the historical PD of the inflow itself as the prediction.
RESERVOIR OPERATION
The water release strategy is decided for water use purposes considering the stochastic inflow prediction generated by drought damage over the period to be optimized, and is described by the following equations:
where r t is the release amount at period t, T opt is the number of time steps to be optimized from the current time step, and w t is the streamflow at an assessed point of the streamflow downstream of the reservoir if there is only one assessed point, q t is the inflow to the reservoir during period t, R min and R max are the minimal release and maximal release, respectively, decided by the reservoir's physical spec or regulations, and S min and S max are the corresponding respective values for the storage volume. H t (w t ) is the drought damage when the streamflow is w t at period t, and is defined as the ratio of the water deficit to the water demand multiplied by the water deficit, and is described by the following equation (Nohara et al. ) :
where d t is the streamflow at the assessed point downstream of the reservoir. In the SDP models, the expected future drought damage is minimized by the optimization process when an objective function such as Equation (6) is employed.
Thus, the future damage function of SDP models for storage state s t at period t is generally described as follows:
Here, the transition probability of the hydrological states is not considered since the prediction of the inflow is considered for each time step up to the lead time in order to know the future hydrologic condition. The reservoir operation is conducted at each time step according to the derived optimized strategy, which is updated based on the updated stochastic inflow prediction at each time step.
APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION

Study area and simulations settings
The proposed simulation analysis model was applied to the same assumed reservoir basin as that applied in Nohara & Hori (), which was derived from the Sameura Reservoir basin located upstream of the Yoshino River in Japan. Here, only the water use capacity, which is specified as 173,000,000 m 3 , was considered as the available storage capacity although the Sameura Reservoir is actually a multi-purpose reservoir that is also used for flood management and power generation. To simplify the analyses, only one assessed point of the streamflow was assumed to be located just downstream of the reservoir, and thus the streamflow w t and water demand d t in the previous section were respectively replaced by the release r t and target release R t . The runoff which flows into the main river channel between the dam site and the assessed point can also be neglected by this assumption.
On the other hand, R min , R max , S min and S max were set to 0 (m 3 /s), 400 (m 3 /s), 0 (m 3 ) and 173,000,000 (m 3 ), respectively, according to the physical and legal specifications of the target reservoir. The simulation period T, the prediction's lead time L and the optimization's time horizon T opt were respectively set to 73, 18 and 18 five-daily time steps.
Future damage values at the final period of the optimization's time horizon ( f 18 ) were calculated by considering drought damage for the coming year (up to the 73rd time step) according to the following equations.
The fifth Table 1 .
The reservoir operation was simulated 1,000 times for each case of stochastic inflow prediction with one thousand generated inflow sequences. 
Generation of stochastic inflow prediction
Stochastic inflow predictions were generated based on true values of inflow generated in the previous process and indices of the prediction's reliability and discrimination, which were respectively specified for each case of generation of predictions. Figure 7 shows the averaged values of indices on the prediction uncertainty, which are respectively calculated with 1,000 stochastic inflow predictions generated by the proposed method. It can be seen in Figure 7 that the values of C c 2 , C p 2 and C f 2 were respectively reproduced as they were designed for each case of stochastic inflow prediction. It can be considered that statistical characteristics of the prediction were sufficiently preserved with 1,000
pseudo-random generations, and thus stochastic inflow predictions were successfully generated with different uncertainties as intended.
Operation results and analysis
The simulation results are shown in Figure aged over the operating period, which were also averaged over 1,000 simulations for a medium inflow regime. It can be seen here that greater drought damage was simulated as a larger value was employed for C p 2 by comparing the results among cases which employed the same value of C f 2 , which is (C c 2 þ C p 2 ). A similar result was also observed in Nohara & Hori () , but it became more pronounced in this application with more precise discretization of flow and storage states. This result means that the index C p has a greater impact on the performance of the reservoir operation for water supply purposes than the index C c when the stochastic inflow prediction is considered in the longterm reservoir operation. The result also suggests that there is a possibility that discrimination should be considered to be more important than reliability when However, stochastic approaches would no longer be more effective than the deterministic prediction, which is equivalent to considering only the mean value of the predicted pdf, when the variance of the predicted pdf (C p 2 in this study) becomes larger, and the discrimination of the prediction therefore becomes smaller. Figure stochastic inflow predictions were generated based on a larger discrimination index (C p 2 ¼ 1.0).
These characteristics are different from those for a low inflow scenario in Nohara & Hori (), which demonstrated less damages for the cases with larger C p 2 (smaller discrimination) with flow and storage states discretized into 100 levels, respectively. This difference implies that the impact of the two prediction indices proposed in this study is susceptible to the number of discretized levels.
Results therefore should be considered carefully for low inflow scenarios, while the results with 200 levels of discretization in this paper can be considered to be more reliable than those in Nohara & Hori () with 100 levels of discretization because of the precision of optimization in the SDP models. On the other hand, less effectiveness of the deterministic predictions was observed in both of the case studies.
Reservoir operations considering stochastic inflow predictions with less discrimination tended to more carefully or conservatively consider the future condition because the estimation of the low inflow regime was necessarily included with some probability as the lower part of the predicted pdf was distributed to the low inflow states, which might cause severe drought due to a shortage in the water supply. The SDP model with less discriminated prediction therefore caused more damage than that with more discriminated prediction by decreasing the water release, which was unnecessary as a result, under the medium or high inflow situation with sufficient water inflow. This is considered to be the reason why the most discriminated prediction, which is deterministic prediction with C p 2 ¼ 0, demonstrated the minimal damage among the cases with the same values of C f 2 . On the other hand, the performance for the long-term reservoir operation of water use appeared to be improved when some stochastic characteristics of prediction were considered compared with operations considering deterministic predictions, which could ignore the low estimation of future inflow conditions. However, this was not the case when the discrimination of the prediction became larger. The performances of the reservoir operation appeared to be different depending on the fineness of discretization of the states in such a case, which showed the need for further investigation using different simulation parameters.
CONCLUSION
Monte Carlo simulations were conducted with a more precise simulation model compared with the authors'
previous work in order to analyze and gain more insight about the impacts of stochastic inflow prediction on longterm reservoir operation for drought management by using generating schemes of stochastic inflow prediction with arbitrary attributes on reliability and discrimination. The results of the application to an assumed reservoir basin, for which data were derived from the Sameura Reservoir basin, reinforced the assumption derived from our previous work that the discrimination of the prediction is considered to be more important than the reliability when the stochastic inflow prediction is generally considered to be utilized in the reservoir operation under all situations including medium or high inflow regimes. On the other hand, for the low inflow situation, results imply that deterministic predictions, which can also be considered as mean predictions derived from stochastic predictions, would be less effective in comparison with stochastic predictions with comparatively smaller variances. However, stochastic approaches would no longer be more effective than the deterministic predictions when the variance of the predicted pdf becomes larger and the discrimination of the prediction therefore becomes smaller. These characteristics were different from those appearing in our previous work with a coarser discretization of the flow and storage states. This implies that the results should be carefully interpreted for low inflow scenarios as the impact of the two prediction indices proposed in this study is susceptible to the difference in the number of discretized levels, while the results with finer discretization in this paper can be considered more reliable. The causes of the differences were not revealed in this work, so more detailed investigations which step into the procedures of optimization using stochastic inflow prediction with various values of two indices are considered to be necessary to understand the applicability and sensitivity of uncertainty indices for stochastic inflow predictions, especially in low flow conditions. A comparison of the simulation results with actual reservoir operations should also be carried out in future studies through the application with real settings of the reservoir operation and river basin. Moreover, the impacts of the uncertainty indices for stochastic inflow prediction on inter-annual reservoir operation can also be listed as future works, as this study dealt with a one-year reservoir operation.
